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Overview Of QR Codes

QR codes are a specific style of a square matrix of white and black dots and they are becoming more 
commonly viewed on billboard and magazine ads, product packaging or sites or on mobile tickets and 
coupons. QR codes have evolved from the typical bar code located on all produced goods on food store 
shelves, only they contain a lot more details. 

Any time a consumer or buyer scans a QR code with a camera phone assuming the phone possesses the 
proper software, with respect to the data in code, it'll hyperlink to homeowners mobile site. 

These QR Codes would be the graphical picture that holds digital intel, as opposed to the linear 
barcodes usually located on products in store are 1D (one-dimensional), storing data in a series of 
vertical bars; QR codes hold information in 2D (two-dimensional), vertically and horizontally in the 
form of pattern of dots.

These QR codes can be used and works in lots of ways, for instance they will deliver static marketing 
and advertising promotions on billboards or even in the press alive with mobile engagement and 
interaction. In business, these QR codes can help shoppers by means of further information on 
products, like nutritional or safety details or the actual addition of merchandise to a electronic shopping 
basket when shopping within the mobile Web. By depositing QR codes into merchandise or shipping 
packing, vendors and logistics organizations can more easily trail shipping and delivery and bring up to 
date stock data.

QR codes work in these ways:

The buyer scans: Barcode reader turns a camera phone into a barcode scanner, and this scanner comes 
pre-installed on the device and if they are not fitted, it'll need to be acquired via the customer. The 
visitor by using the camera capture the graphic then assesses the 2D barcode, which may open a mobile 
URL, start a mobile application or contact a call center.

The buyer reveals a code: when the client has brought a pre-paid mobile-ticket or possibly an 
advertising mobile-coupon by multi-media messaging (MMS) or has previously scanned a code from a 
poster, they convert their voucher or check their event ticket by giving the code on the mobile screen to 
a staff member armed with a 2D bar code scanner.
-----

Below is a list of 101 creative ways to use QR codes.  
This list spans multiple businesses and uses.  It is designed to give any reader plenty of powerful real-
world uses for QR codes to immediately capitalize on.  
Enjoy!
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101 Creative Ways To Use QR Codes

1. Music and app downloads.

2. Use to share a presentation.

3. Scavenger hunts.

4. At a train or bus station to easily navigate to schedules.

5. Link to shopping cart from printed material.

6. Scan to take customers to a survey.

7. On company swag.  (coffee mugs, t-shirts etc.)

8. In a 12- month deal post-up calendar.  
Deals are connected to QR codes and made live each month.

9. Direct link to “like” on Facebook.

10. Direct link to follow on Twitter

11. Direct link to your Flickr album. 

12. On product packaging for more information before a customer purchases.  
Packaging only has so much room.  Increase your ad message for those that need more info to 
make their buying decision.

13. On flyers passed out by hand.

14. On brochures.

15. On posters.

16. On frequent customer keychain cards.  
Customers scan for the latest deal that day.

17. Car lots.  
Customers scan car window QR Code for more information.

18. On real estate for-sale signs.  
Send them to pricing details, virtual tours and more.
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19. On the front door of houses for sale.  
“Peek Inside”  If someone is interested enough to walk up to the door of a home, they really 
want to know what the house looks like inside.  Send them to a virtual video tour.

20. On receipts.  
Have customer scan to a sign-up form for a special deal next time they come in.  

21. On billboards.

22. On your car promoting your business or event.

23. On your storefront window to show the deal of the month, day or week.

24. In your newspaper ad.

25. In magazine ads.

26. On artwork to tell more about a piece of work.

27. On cash registers for instant savings or sign-up for frequent customer rewards programs.

28. Outside restaurants to tell what the wait time is for seating and to reserve a reservation.

29. On invoices sent to clients to encourage some action.  
Join social media, email list, instant saving on a purchase.

30. On bus advertisements

31. On bench billboard advertisements.

32. At the end of a television commercial to promote immediate action.

33. On food wrappers. (sandwiches, coffee cups etc)

34. In an email.  
People have a fascination with where these codes go.  If they weren't going to click your link 
they might scan the QR code just to see where it goes.

35. At a zoo to tell more about the animals.

36. Throughout books to enhance the viewing pleasure.  
Imagine!  With a QR Code you have essentially made words that were just on paper now 
interactive.

37. On your business card.

38. Inside your twitter background or Facebook banner.
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39. In a catalog.

40. Scan to call.  (Yes, QR codes can direct access a phone's call features)

41. Direct mail.

42. A creative sweepstakes contest.

43. Increase product shelf space.  
If you have no room to put items on the store's floor, show all of your excess products available 
with details via a QR code.

44. Direct link a QR code to build your email list.

45. At trade-shows on signage.

46. Scan to vote/polls.  
Use for unique promotions.

47. Inside malls to allow scanners to load the mall map directly to their phone

48. Inside of theater venues to allow visitors to see clips/trailers of features.

49. Outside of churches to see more about the church, leaders and upcoming events.

50. Signage during a conference to quickly allow participants to access the day's events on-site plus 
any last minute changes.

51. Trivia.   Scan one code for a question and scan another for the answer.

52. Link QR code to live cam outside of venues so passersby can see inside to be enticed to enter.

53. Link to virtual video tours of any product or service

54. Make any display come to life with more information.

55. On the backs of chairs at any venue.  
Sell what the speaker is talking about by encouraging the audience just to scan the code in front 
of them. Purchase right from their seat and pick it up when they leave.
 

56. On store shopping carts. 

57. A direct link to your mobile site.  
QR codes and mobile sites go hand in hand.

58. Link directly to a map of directions to go from where the user is to where you want them to 
arrive.
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59. Link to a pre-created status update that users just push send to tweet out.  
Example.  “I love @detroitpizzaplace”

60. Put them on instruction sheets

61. Use for location login, such as Foursquare.

62. Use on conference name tags

63. Put at the end of social media videos.

64. Use in PowerPoint presentations.

65. Link to Paypal for instant purchases. 
PayPal happens to be already set-up for mobile phone version checkout.

66. Place on your LinkedIn or profile page.

67. Place on a vinyl banner to hang up anywhere.

68. Link code to review sites to encourage more reviews of your products and services around the 
web.

69. Scan to log into free wifi.

70. A direct link QR Code that adds your contact information (VCARD) to the phone of the person 
that scans your code.

71. Scan to add your event to a contact's calendar.

72. Link to a list of reviews, testimonials or endorsement for you and/or your product.

73. On restaurant table tops.  
While people are waiting for their order use an enticing QR code to tell then about desserts.

74. Links to a awesome way to use a product video based on the products you sell.

75. Link to bookmark your website.

76. Direct link to subscribe to your YouTube channel

77. Direct link to your LinkedIn Profile.

78. Add to your Twitter Background
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79. Use in any waiting room to promote any of your other services or offers. Pre-sell. 
(Hint: Entertain your customers while they wait with an interesting “How To Video” using a 
product or service you have.)

80. No products of your own? No problem!  Direct link to affiliate offers.

81. QR code instant coupon.

82. Direct link to enter a contest.

83. Direct link to join your physical mailing list.

84. Direct link to purchase event tickets

85. Add on CD covers for bonus content.

86. Add on DVD covers for links to purchase the movie soundtrack.

87. Musicians.  Show code on projectors for audience to download a free track when they join your 
email list.

88. Link to nutritional information on menus for health conscious restaurant patrons.

89. DJ show synchronized QR codes of songs on projection screens for direct affiliate links to 
download songs.

90. Share customers using your products and loving it via QR Code links.  
(Text based is fine but video would be incredibly powerful)

91. Link to your Google Places page.

92. Link on restaurant take-out menu that links to order number, reservations, directions, hours or 
more.

93. Any area where people have to wait in line.  
Waiting people can scan the code for any special offer available to them when they get to the 
front of the line.

94. QR code links to join a TEXT SMS marketing campaign.

95. Political candidates.  Link to an audio or video that tells more about what you stand for in your 
campaign.

96. On entry and exit door for restrooms.  
            Not inside stalls.  We want to make sure hands are already washed.
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97. Check-holders for restaurants.  
A perfect time to link to join mailing list for an instant discount on a patron's bill.

98. On your press releases.  Link to a video or more on just what you are talking about in your press 
release.

99. Link to donate to a special cause your business sponsors.

100. On any item that is replaced often.  
Example toner or laundry detergent.  
“Did you run out?  Scan here to get more and save.”

101. Need new employees?  
Link QR code to more information about a specific job, requirements or more about the 
company.

Well, that's all 101 creative ways to use QR Codes.  Visit webmonstermarketing.com for more tips on  
using mobile marketing to grow your business.  

Thank You.

WaLynda Thompson
Author 


